Image registration has been proposed as an automatic method for recovering cardiac displacement fields from Tagged Magnetic Resonance Imaging (tMRI) sequences. Initially performed as a set of pairwise registrations, these techniques have evolved to the use of 3D+t deformation models, requiring metrics of joint image alignment (JA). However, only linear combinations of cost functions defined with respect to the first frame have been used. In this paper, we have applied k-Nearest Neighbors Graphs (kNNG) estimators of the α-entropy (H α ) to measure the joint similarity between frames, and to combine the information provided by different cardiac views in an unified metric. Experiments performed on six subjects showed a significantly higher accuracy (p < 0.05) with respect to a standard pairwise alignment (PA) approach in terms of mean positional error and variance with respect to manually placed landmarks. The developed method was used to study strains in patients with myocardial infarction, showing a consistency between strain, infarction location, and coronary occlusion. This paper also presents * Corresponding author an interesting clinical application of graph-based metric estimators, showing their value for solving practical problems found in medical imaging.
Abstract
Image registration has been proposed as an automatic method for recovering cardiac displacement fields from Tagged Magnetic Resonance Imaging (tMRI) sequences. Initially performed as a set of pairwise registrations, these techniques have evolved to the use of 3D+t deformation models, requiring metrics of joint image alignment (JA). However, only linear combinations of cost functions defined with respect to the first frame have been used. In this paper, we have applied k-Nearest Neighbors Graphs (kNNG) estimators of the α-entropy (H α ) to measure the joint similarity between frames, and to combine the information provided by different cardiac views in an unified metric. Experiments performed on six subjects showed a significantly higher accuracy (p < 0.05) with respect to a standard pairwise alignment (PA) approach in terms of mean positional error and variance with respect to manually placed landmarks. The developed method was used to study strains in patients with myocardial infarction, showing a consistency between strain, infarction location, and coronary occlusion. This paper also presents shows that the deformation of the heart is modeled by a set of transformations 75 defined relative to its undeformed state (ED), which simplifies the compu- and I LA (x, t) of P phases, which provide the voxel intensity at spatial po- 
5
where N is the total number of pixels, Z is a random vector of dimension P , called a pixel stack, whose realizations are the time series of grey levels at a 96 specified pixel location over successive image volumes in the time sequence.
97
Each realization z ranges over the set {0, 2 Q } P where Q is the number of bits 98 quantifying image intensities. In Equation 1, p(B) is a prior on the deforma-99 tion, which can be discarded by assuming a uniform probability distribution 100 of the transformation parameters.
101
The conditional entropy on the right hand side of Equation 1 can be em-
102
pirically estimated from Shannon entropy using (Cover and Thomas, 1991):
where N i = j:Z(x j )=z i is the number of pixel locations where the associated 104 vector Z(x j ) equals grey level z i and satisfies i N i = N.
105
The problem, of course, is that there are too few samples to reliably 106 estimate the log posterior (1) due to the curse of dimensionality. Further-107 more, even if one wanted to compute the log posterior, the required memory 108 explodes as P increases (memory scales as 2 P ·Q ). This is the justification 109 of alternative direct methods of estimating the entropy. The MST/kNNG 110 alpha-entropy estimators converge in probability to H(Z|B) for large N and
111
P . This is because for large N the alpha-entropy estimator converges to the 112 alpha-entropy, by the law of large numbers, and for large P , α = (P −1)/P ≈ 113 1, and the alpha-entropy is approximately equal to the Shannon entropy.
114
Therefore, in light of the representation (1) of the log posterior density,
115
the PA approach corresponds to making an approximation to the entropy 116 function defining the log posterior H(Z|B) ≈ Given a random vector
order α of Z is defined as (Rényi, 1961) :
where f (Z 1 , ..., Z P ) is the PDF of Z.
132
If Z = {z 1 , . . . , z N } are the observed data (realizations of Z), a k NNG can be formed by all points z i=1:n and the edges e ik = z i −ẑ ik with their k 
where L γ,k (Z) is the length of the graph defined as:
and
is a known constant that depends only on d, γ, and k (Yukich, 1998).
140
Equation 4 suggests the following estimator of H α (Z):
The demonstration of the convergence properties of kNNG estimators of 142 entropy is out of the scope of this paper, but the reader is referred to Leonenko 
145
There is a difference between the entropy estimation approach taken
146
by Learned-Miller (2006) and the approach adopted in this paper. Learned- with the optimization process.
174
In this paper, we have solved the problem of multiple occurrences by to discriminate between active healthy myocardium and passively moving 218 infarcted tissue.
219
The set of transformations T allows to compute the displacement field tensor cannot be applied, and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor must be used 223 instead. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is defined as (Belytschko et al.,
Diagonal elements E ii of E are normal strains, i.e. strains along each direction 226 in the rectangular coordinate system. Given the geometry of the heart, it is 227 preferable to use a local coordinate system composed by radial, circumferen- 
233
The normal strain along an arbitrary direction d can be obtained from 
Radial (E rr ), circumferential (E cc ), and longitudinal (E ll ) normal strains can 236 be obtained by replacing d with directions r, c, and l, respectively.
237
The radial direction is defined outward and perpendicular to the epicar- 
Implementation issues

245
A registration-based method is composed by a transform, a metric, an 246 interpolator, and an optimizer. In the following we describe the parameters 247 used for each of these components in this paper. Unless the contrary is 248 specified, the implementation of the method was performed by using the Regarding the metric (Equation 6), the value of α was set to 0.9, which 260 implies a γ value of 1.0 when considering 10 frames as the length of systole.
261
The number N of points z (i.e. #Z) was set to 0.2 × N max , N max being the average, 24 tag intersections were tracked from ED through systole.
306
To study the differences with respect to pairwise methods, we have im- Finally, the JA method was compared to manual measurements by using and circumferential and longitudinal shortening (negative strain).
352
Our method was compared to cine harmonic phase (HARP) magnetic 
Discussion
377
The MSE with respect to manual measurements obtained by JA was
378
shown to be significantly lower than for the PA approach. The p-values ob-379 tained from the Mann-Whitney test (Table 1) 
395
The initial pairwise registration of our method only provides a coarse 396 initialization aiming to set the parameters inside the region of capture of 397 the joint metric. After this initialization, the mean error is approximately 398 25% higher than the error provided by the method by Chandrashekara et al.
399
(2004a) (1.32 ± 0.12mm. and 1.06 ± 0.12mm. respectively). After joint regis-400 tration the error is 10% lower with respect to the same method of reference
401
(0.95 ± 0.05mm.).
402
In this paper, the strain analysis was constrained to systole only because There is an underestimation of the strain values reported in this paper.
413
The first frame of the sequence is usually discarded since the blood is still 
Conclusions
458
In this paper, we have used JA of tMRI sequences for cardiac motion es- 
The problem has been reduced to computation of derivatives z −ẑ 2 .
491
By assuming no changes in correspondence between a point z and its nearest 492 neighborẑ for infinitesimal changes in the transformation parameters, these 493 derivatives can be computed as:
where ∇z j is the intensity gradient at the point x j = T j (x), and J 
